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Student found dead at Freedom's Landing Tuesday night
The Georgia Bureau of Investigation is investigating a Georgia Southern University student who was found dead at Freedom's Landing Tuesday night.
Campus reacts to the passing of Georgia Southern student

Georgia Southern students shared their reactions on the news of the passing of fellow student Malik Jones.: Full Story
Let's Talk About the N-Word Project
The George-Anne Opinion's Writer Ashley Jones speaks about a recent project that asked the Georgia Southern University community to write down their opinions on the N-word. The G-A received over 300 responses.: Click here to see all the responses.

Opinion: To win, but at what cost?
"From sexual assault, domestic violence and countless other legal and moral violations, the NCAA and its member schools seem to finally be doing the right thing, for the most part, and cracking down on the individuals responsible for the issues themselves..." writes sports reporter Ryan Pye: Full Story
Sign up for The George-Anne Game Day newsletter!
Hey Eagle Nation! Get your pregame and postgame news right in your inbox with "The George-Anne Game Day" sports newsletter! Click the link to subscribe: https://bit.ly/2wpfwwh

Which Popular TV Show Best Friend Are You?
Have you ever wondered which popular TV Show best friend you are? Take this quiz by Reflector Magazine! Click here for the quiz.

Inner Circle: Sierra Burgess Is A Loser
Brandon, Tyler and Lawrence from The George-Anne Studio sat down to discuss the latest in a barrage of teen dramas.: Full Video

GA REFLECTOR
CASTING CALL

MODELS NEEDED
MALES & FEMALES
SUMBIT HEADSHOTS TO GAREFLECTOR@GMAIL.COM
SEPTEMBER 15-OCTOBER 4TH, 2019